Vertical Bearing Capacity of Skirted Suction Bucket Foundation Based on Elasto-plastic FEM
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Abstract - As one offshore foundation, suction bucket foundation is applied for marginal field oil extraction, which is mainly subjected to vertical loading from the oil extraction platform weight. However, the vertical bearing capacity of traditional suction bucket foundation easily fails by shearing along the outside of bucket foundation which leads to the decreasing of vertical bearing capacity. So, one new suction bucket foundation is presented and defined as skirted suction foundation to improving the vertical bearing capacity, which is comprised with one traditional suction bucket foundation and one circular plate foundation. The circular plate foundation is fixed at the top of bucket foundation, and the centers of circles for two foundations is the same point. The new skirted suction bucket foundation is not only holding the practicability of traditional suction bucket foundation in deep offshore, but also adding the stability of shallow offshore foundation. In order to investigate the vertical bearing capacity of new suction foundation, the elasto-plastic FEM is used to simulate two foundations in ABAQUS software. Through comparison with the vertical bearing capacity of two foundations, it can be verified that the new suction foundation is more stability than the traditional foundation and suggest the oil extraction platform to use the new skirted suction bucket foundation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of offshore oil extraction in deep water, alternative types of foundations are being employed to take place traditional systems for offshore facilities, such as gravity foundation, skirt foundation, towards design in increasingly deep water and hostile loading environments [1, 2]. As one offshore foundation, the suction bucket foundation is applied for marginal field oil extraction and it is mainly subjected to vertical loading from the oil extraction platform weight. But the vertical bearing capacity of traditional suction bucket foundation easily fails by shearing along the outside of bucket foundation which leads to the decreasing of vertical bearing capacity [3-5]. So, one new suction bucket foundation is presented and defined as skirted suction foundation to improving the vertical bearing capacity, which is comprised with one traditional suction bucket foundation and one circular plate foundation. The circular plate foundation is fixed at the top of bucket foundation, and the centers of circles for two foundations is the same point. The new skirted suction bucket foundation is not only holding the practicability of traditional suction bucket foundation in deep offshore, but also adding the stability of shallow offshore foundation [6, 7]. In order to investigate the vertical bearing capacity of new suction foundation, the elasto-plastic FEM is used to simulate two foundations in ABAQUS software. Through comparison with the vertical bearing capacity of two foundations, it can be verified that the new suction foundation is more stability than the traditional foundation and suggest the oil extraction platform to use the new skirted suction bucket.

II. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The commercial finite element code ABAQUS/Standard has been used to numerically simulate the behavior of skirted suction bucket foundation in soft soil.

A. Finite element model

Based on elasto-plastic FEM, the three-dimensional finite element models are established respectively for suction bucket foundation and skirt suction bucket foundation in Fig. (1). Considering the symmetry of both geometrical and loading conditions, half portion of structure with foundation is used to reduce computational effort. In order to eliminate far-way boundary effect, the finite element model’s length is 80m and height is 40m, the suction bucket foundation’ radium is 2m and height is 4m, the skirt suction bucket foundation is the same as the former and only the circle foundation at the top of foundation’s radium is 4m. The finite element models for different foundation are shown in figure 1. To estimate the initial stresses, it is assumed that after the cylinder penetrates into the soil, the contact surface between cylinder and surrounding soil is a horizontal plane. The density of bucket foundation is taken to be the same as that of surrounding soil.

Figure 1. Finite element model
B. Geometry and material parameters

The bucket foundation of width D and depth L used for the analysis is assumed to be rigid, interacting with the surrounding of the foundation soil. The contact between the footing and the foundation soil is assumed to be rough 16. Used for bucket structure is a linear elastic constitutive model with a modulus of elasticity of $E=210\,\text{GPa}$ and Poisson’s ratio of $\nu = 0.125$. For subsoil, the linearly elasto-perfectly plastic constitutive model obeying to Mises’ yield criterion is employed. The Poisson’s ratio of soft soil is taken as $\nu = 0.49$ and the deformation modulus is assumed to maintain a constant modulus ratio, $Eu/su$, of 500. Under the undrained condition, soft soil is assumed to obey to Mises’ yield. Coulomb’s friction law is used to estimate tangential ultimate frictional resistance. When shear stress on the contact surface is less than the ultimate frictional resistance, both are stuck together and no slip happens. On the contrary, when shear stress on the contact surface exceeds the ultimate frictional resistance, slip happens along the contact surface. Contact in normal direction of the interface is considered the hard contact or it is assumed that under the undrained condition, the separation of normally consolidated clay from the bucket wall is not allowed.

C. Displacement controlled method

Being different from the load controlled method, the displacement controlled method can simulate the post-failure response. From the load displacement response of footing, it may be concluded that the soil foundation has attained its limit equilibrium state. In this state, the slope of load-displacement curve tends to vanish, so that the bucket foundation displacement continually increases without additional increment of the applied load. Therefore, in this paper, the ultimate bearing capacity of suction bucket foundation founded in the homogeneous soil strata under the undrained conditions subjected to vertical (V) loading is determined by displacement-controlled method.

III. VERTICAL BEARING CAPACITY

A. Vertical displacement

Figure 2 is showing the vertical displacement vectors of different foundations. It can be observed that: (1) the skirt suction bucket foundation is downward displacement under the vertical loading, which is the same as that of suction bucket foundation. (2) Because of the circle skirt foundation slowing down the displacement, the bottom of skirt bucket foundation is pressed more little than that of suction bucket foundation. (3) The vertical displacement vector of suction bucket foundation is entirely vertical downward. But that of skirt foundation is inverted triangle.

B. Vertical ultimate bearing capacity

Figure 3 is giving the vertical ultimate bearing capacity of different foundations. It can be observed that: (1) the curves of vertical bearing capacity and displacement for different foundations are similar and increasing as line before displacement is 0.2m, then the curves are proximity level when the displacement is exceeding 0.2m. So, the
vertical bearing capacity corresponding to the displacement 0.2m is defined the ultimate bearing capacity, which are 0.52MPa and 1.2MPa respectively. (2) The curve of skirt bucket foundation is larger than that of suction bucket foundation.

C. Failure mechanism

Figure 4. Failure mechanisms for different foundations

The failure mechanisms of different foundation subjected to vertical ultimate loading is shown in figure 4. It can be founded that: (1) the soil at the bottom of foundations is extrusion failure and the failure area are similar to the semi circle. (2) The soil at the bottom of circle skirt foundation also fails and the failure area are similar to inverted triangle, which is the same as the vertical displacement vector of skirt bucket foundation. So, more vertical loading should bring to bear on the skirt bucket foundation than that of suction bucket foundation, which leads to foundation failure and instability. The results is same as the ultimate bearing capacity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A series of 3D elasto-plastic FEM has been preformed to investigate the vertical ultimate bearing capacity of skirt suction bucket foundation subjected to vertical loading. It can be obtained from the simulation results: (1) The vertical displacement vector of suction bucket foundation is entirely vertical downward. But that of skirt foundation is inverted triangle. (2) The vertical bearing capacity corresponding to the displacement 0.2m is defined the ultimate bearing capacity, which are 0.52MPa and 1.2MPa respectively. (3) The soil at the bottom of circle skirt foundation also fails and the failure area are similar to inverted triangle, which is the same as the vertical displacement vector of skirt bucket foundation. From these results, the skirt suction bucket foundation is more stability and ultimate bearing capacity than that of traditional suction bucket foundation.
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